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BSTRACT

Chapter one covered the general definition of w~ at computer aitimation 15, and what it
comprises o~ that is, 2D as well as 3D computer graphics. It also sighted how animation is of
importance today. The background mentioned the e~olution o~ ~ompute a right from the time
they were discovered or in vented up to the cu~ent technology of computers. It also mentioned
the different generations that computers went through up till the most recent technologies
today, specifically sight’ ~ first, second, third, ~b r h and f fib generadon computers,
mentioning the differen ted nologies used and cbs aged. T ie proble r

e~ io wd is about the

lack of skilled animrtors of a Kgb caliber. Chapter one also talked about the spec’fic a’ms and
objectives of the study, sigl fng ‘he ge eral ai s as study’ g m pu ~r animatio i techniques.
The scope would also cover new applications oF computer an’mabon b a muldmedia Web
environment in terms of content creat’on and consumption as well as the achievements that
computer animation has brought about to the world today,

Chapter two was about different authors, scholars and lecturers from ii stitutes who shared their
point of view of what they thought about Computer Animation as well as its other branches,
namely multimedi~ computer graphics. The literature reinew also included bhef descriptions
as well as examples along ~th picftires. The thiferent authors also shared ial~at ~pes of
hardware and software tl’~y usually used. The reinew looked a~ Jessica K. Hodgins, James F.
O~Brien, and RobertE. Bodenheimer of the College of Compudng and Graphics, Visualization,
and UsabiIi~ Center, Georgia KstiMe of Technology, Atlanta as th~y shared their view on
Animation. Tay laughan oe Muhuinedia MaBng it ll~r~

993 shared his views on

Multimedia, what it comprised o~ as well as its applications, hardware and software required.
7

~erent R and Hodgins 1K from Ohio State University, shared their vews on animation, saying
that it cou1d bring tF e dullest of the features to lUe, and they too talked abcut the different
hardware and sofr~are used as well as the impact of animation in the world today. They
specifically mentioned the different techniques used, describin~ each of them in detail with
clear examples. The Cornell University Program of Computer Graphics described a lot on
computer graphics and the different techniques used too. They also provided different pictorial
representations to explain easier. Chapter two generally looked at 2D and 3D animation,
multimedia, computer animation, 2D sarI 3D computer graphi~s.

Chapter three looked at the methodoiog~ of Computer n~mation sighting it as a vety wide
topic to research on since ri consisted of nany sub branches. Tt also stathd that the goal wth
this project ~as not to go so in depth and in~ d~tais, but to oueline an ovewie

i

of what

computer animation is about and what an individual is requi ~ed to know before he/she can
venthre into that branch of science. This chapter also outlined the data collection methods. It
also outlined the prototype that was created, being a flying wasp. The prototype required some
programs to be installed on the viewer’s personal computer before it could be viewed.

Chapter four covered the implementation point of view. It consisted of a brief description of
what the software requirements were as well as what the hardware requirements were in order
to create an animation. It also included a brief description of how 1 e prototype was created
using the diffe~ent programs and how h was implementea.
Chapter five looked at Crc res~archer’s recommendations about computer a arnation, giving an
ovewiew of what one would require in order to create an animation as well as the conclusion
on the project and what was learnt from the project.
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CHAPTER ONE:

LO

INTRODUCTION

Overview

Computer animation (or CGbanimated) is the art of creating moving images with the use of
computers. it is a subfield of computer graphics and animation, It is created by means of 3D
computer graphics, though 2D computer graphics are still widely used for sh’Iistic, low
bandwidth, and faster realwime rendering needs. The target of the animation is the computer
itse1~ but sometimes the target is another medium, such as film, it is also refeffed to as CGI
(Computer~generated imagery or computer~generated imaging), especially when used in films.

To create the illusion of movement, an image is displayed on the computer screen then quickly
replaced by a new image that is similar to the previous image, but shifled slightly. This
technique is identical to how the illusion of movement is achieved with television and motion
pictures.

h~ most 3D computer animat.ion systems, an animator creates a simplified representation of a
characte?s anatomy, analogous to a skeleton or stick figure. The posit.ion of each segment of
the skeletal model is defined by animation variables, or Avaia. in human and animal
characters, many parts of the skeletal model cowespond to actual bones, but skeletal animation
is also used. Animation has historically been produced in two ways. The fimt is by artists
creating a succession of cartoon frames, which are then combined into a film. A second method

9

is by esir g rhysical

odds, e~. King Kong, whici are positionea, the image recorded, then

the model is moved, the ne~ image is ecorded, a in tI is pro~ess is confn ied.

LI

Background

The evolution of computers stsled way back in the Ire ‘930s. Binafli a~ith~r~tic is at the core
of the computers of all ~iies. His~o~y of computers da’es back to the irvenfior of a mechanical
adding machine in 1642. ~BACUS, an early co rpu y

tool, ~ ‘for of logatith r~ by John

Napier and An irvention o~ side niles by ~Ti%am OugF ~red
evolution

of

comp ‘ters

fom

those

e~ ‘ly

e~e s~pfflc mt vents I the
compuL’ng

deinces.

Em tl~ e evolution oe computers, their first generation was cha actetized by tie use of vacuum
tubes. These computers were expensive and bulky. They used r achine ~ai guage for computing
and could solve just one problem at a time. They did not suppon moltitasking. It was in 1937
that John V. Atanasoff devised t1 e first digital elecLronic computer. The Harsrard Mark I of
1944 was a large~scale elec~mechanica) computer ‘ritE ~esr pro5ra’iimabilitr.

Tt

was another

step forward in the evolution of computers.
The U.S. Annyb Ballistics Research Laboratory came up inth the Electronic Numerical
Integrator And Computer ~NKiC) in 1946. It came to be Imown as the rrst general purpose
electronic computer. Ho .ve~e t was reqinred to be reinred to chai ge it’s programning thus
making its architecture ~flex’ble. It was kno~ as the s~ored program architecture or von
Neumann Architecpmre. All the projectr of developing coriputers taken up thereafter have been
using the von Neumann Awhitecffiie. The U.S. National Burean of Standards came up with
Standards Electronic~aste,u Automatic Computer (SEAC) in 1950. Diodes handled all the
10

login naking it the first computer to base ite logic on sold deuces. Till the 1950s all
computers that were used were acuu n ube Las&.
In the 1960s, transisto based computers replaced vacuum tubes. Transistors made computers
smaller and cheaper. They made computers energy efficient. The use of transistors marked the
second generation of computers. Computers belongin~ to this generation used punched cards
for input. They used assembly language, Stanford Research Institute brought about ERMA,
Electronic Recording Macl~ inc Accounting Project, which dealt with automation of the process
of bookkeeping in banking.
The use of Integrated circints ushered in the third gene ation of computers. Small transistors
placed on silicon chips, called semi conductors. This increased the speed and efficiency of
computers. Operat’ng systems vere the nm-an interface to computir1g operations and
keyboards and monho a becane tie input~output deuces.
Intel produced large~scaie integration circuits in 1971. During the same year, Micro Computer
came up with microprocessor and Ted Ho~ working for Intel introdu ‘ed 4~bit 4004. In 1972,
Intel introduced the 8080 microprocessors,
In 1974, Xerox came up with Alto workstation at PARC. It consisted o~ a monitor, a graphical
interface, a mouse, and an Ethemet card for net-working. Apple Computer brought about the
Macintosh personal computer Januaiy 24 1984.
The fifth generation computers are under development, They are going to be based on
principles of artificial intelligence and natural language recognition and will be based on all
aspects of multimedia animation. Dc ‘dopers are ai ning at computers capable of organizing
themselves. The evoluflo. of romputeus sth’ continues.

11

L2

Problem statement

“3D computer iniinution is a growl z area for I ie Joreseea, e future and is
recognized by the film and gaines industries to 1w a core element of their most successful
products. There is a constant increasing demand fo~ professional computer animators of a
high caliber; however there is a lack ofhighly skilledi profrssion zlly4rained animators”

Human society lives through an interaction bet ween ris entities and their environments, and in
our daily Ii yes, we interact wi

‘~

other people and oblects to peiform a variety of actions that

are important to us. Thus, compu ers aid computerized machines have become an impor~ant
element in o~r society, and t icy influeace the way we t~omInuni ate, he way we pe~fonn
actions and the way tha we i iteract vita our en ~iror went, Thus LI’ e need for computer
animation arises. ris the “ror d evolves, so will technology evolve, for erample, advertisements
on television work with animation, as well as education nowadays. So, with the high demand
for animation, it is important for the lay man o realize that it is also important to know what
computer animation is all about ai d hai e an idea of how to go about computer animation.
By the end of this oroject, one should be able to understand vhat computer ~nirration is about,
what its importance is in the world today, as well as the different methods and techniques used
in desi~’iing animations.

1~3

Alit and Objectives

The general aim would be to study computer aniiration methods for creating computer
generated animated characters which perfonn hutranitike aewins as well ss to study the

12

ware and sofhsare used n conjuilctiori with the different techniques and methods used in

computer animation to produce lifetiwie gestures ar d actions.

L3J

Specific Objects es

i)

To design a prototype that wil’ us~ computer ar~irnafons do n~ the learning process,

ii)

To test the prototype that has been created.

L4

Just’ficwihi~ of tL att~dy

The major importance of the study was to sk,~ computer animat’o methods for creating
computer generated animated characters which realiswially peiforir human4ike action, hence
coming to the conclusion of what computer animation is about as a whole, its histoiy and
where it is of importance in today’s world.
This study would bddge the gap between computer professionals today and their implication
that computer animation is something Out of this world which cannot be done by any person,
and that there are many fields in which computer animation can be used, for example, in the
learning fields, taking this study as an ~xample as rveil as oher %elds like film industff,
software packages, and so on.
Most of us are aware of 3D animatior, features and techniques, We also know that they are
widely employed in entertalnment sectors in different ways. 3D animation in general refers to
the art of creating and modi~ring the images. The cn$7 o~ 3D animation has brought a sort of

revolution in past decades in the animation sec~or. its importance and populari~ cannot be
ignored. There is hardly any area where it has not played its part. With 3D anmation, you can
expect perfect images and at a record time, The impact created is simply outstanding. The
illustrations and pictures created cannot be described in words. The final products can
generally be viewed from different perspectives. It is also an excellent tool to communicate fast
and present complex ideas into ~irtuai reality.
Of late, many companies have left their footmarks in the 3D animation indostiy. Each of these
companies has their o~ software products in the Irarant highhgir’in~ ~ eir unique features,
Computer animation is the secret veapon of a select group of smart n anufacturers and
engineering firms who use it to win major contra’ts for thei~ companies agai

i5t

tough

international competitors. In lustrial nanufac uting in the v este n world is under siege for a
varie~ of reasons, ranging from cheap labour to curar my fluctuations tu political interference.
Therefore it is more impo~tant than ever tu make fflll se of technomg’es like 3D computer
animation to market products, desi~s, and systems. One of those advantages, overlooked by
many industrial manufacturers, is the robust de~’elopment of computer ani nation.
The future of 3D animation is bright. Constant innovations and cuffing edge technologies have
ensured that the viewing of pictures, sketches, films and so on will never be the same again.
One area where 3D animation is yet to make a mark is in photorealistic animation of humans.

1~5

Scope of the at dy

This Computer Animation project investigated mew applications o~ cowputer animation in a
multimedia Web environment in te~s of both content creation and consumption. Following
the trajectoff of the ptice~peffo~ance cuwe, computar animation projects can increasingly
migrate to more widely auailable Intel plaffonus. This project inded to eughain the benefits of
14

piod~ction and delivery of professional come ter~gene ~ted animation desi~red to meet
exacting quality and specificatioi s of the advertisi g anti en ertainmert industries.
This project looked at the achievements that computer animaf on has brou~t about to the
world today, that is, educational, political, industrial or entertainment and hov it would be able
to evolve in the years to come.
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CHAPTER TWO:

2~O

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The literature review looked at: different authors, scholars and lecturers from institutes who
gave their point of view of what they thought about Computer whimafton, Multimedia with
respect to computers, and 3~Dimensionai as well as 2~Dimensional graphics.
The review handled all aspects of animation, namely, the definitions of multimedia, computer
animadon as well as computer graphics. It risc included a brief deschpdon of what they are as
well as brief examples.
The review also included the ~pes of hardware and software that is usurily used as well as
pictorial examples to give you a better idea of what computer animation is all about.

2J

2D and 3D Animation

According to Jessica K. Hodgins, Janus F. O’Brien, and Robert ft. Bodenheimer of the
College of Computing and Graphics, Visuinizadon, and Usthili~ Cente~ ~orgia institute of
TecMolo~, Atlanta, state that Animation is the production of consecutive images, which,
when thspiayed, convey a feeling of motion. Animated images are almost magical in their
abili~’ to capture our imagination.
Traditionally, animation was created by drawing images of the characters for each frame in the
action. At the start of the production, the animator is given stoffboards, which are sketches
16

depicting the sequence of major actions and illusrtating the expressions of the characters. The
animator also works from a specific soundtrack, which dete mines the timing of the piece.
Regardless of the meciiui1, the challenge for the animator s to create images that impart
expressiveness and life to the character. The most basic computer animation tools assist the
process of traditional animation b1 automatically generating some of the frames of animation.
Animation tools have also been developed to composite together multiple layers of a scene in
much the same way that layers of cells are used in hand animation. Other more powe~il
techniques make use of a~borithms that mnder a i image from a geometric description of the
scene. These techniques change the ask from drawing sequerces ofiirages to using computer
tools to effectively speci~i how ima~es shou d cha ~ge over time.
In addition to pro~~diog ioins that give the animator nan’ capaoiities, the compute also creates
new applications for anin atio t Computer aniarat~ons ca i be generated

real -~me for use in

video games, marketing, education, ~dvertising and so on.
A ~de vatie~ of techniques are used in the process of creating a complex computer animation
such as Disney and Pixa?s Toy Stow (un~wtoysto~r.com), These techniques can be grouped
into two mthn classes: two dimensional ~2D) and three dimensional (3D). Although there is
some overlap be~veen the ~o classes, 2D techniques tend to focus o~. llnage mainpulation
while 3D techniques usually build vi~ial worlds in which characters and objects move and
interact.

Two~dimensiona1 (2D) animation techniques contiibute a great deal to computer animation by
providing the tools used for sptite~based animation, ble ~ding or mo~hing between images,

embedding graph ~cas objects in video footage, or c eating abstract patterns from mathematical
equations. The impact of 2D tecl~niques can Le as spectacular as tr e ôddition of the alien
character E.T. to a shot of the moon or as subtle as the erasing of lines around matte boxes for
the Fighters in Star Wars. The most common form of 2D animation is sprite animation. A
sprite is a bitmap image or set of images that are composited over a background, producing the
illusion of motion. They are usually small with respect to the size of the screen. For example,
to animate a rabbit hopping across a meadouc the animator would create a sequence of images
showing poses of the rabbh hoppin~. This sequence of irmges wou’d then be composited of
one image per frame onto a backgro~ind image of the neadow. Subtethased animation can be
done extremely quickly with current graphics hardware, and thus iany elements of the scene
can be moving sim itaneo sly.
Morphing refers to animations where an i nege or niodel of o ie obje t ~s rnetamoiphosed into
another. In Michael Jackson’s music video Blath or White, the animators at Pacific Data
Images (www.pdi.com) created morphs between people with strikingly different facial
characteristics. Moiphing is remarkable because it provides a startling yet convincing
transformation of one image into another. Unfortunately, morphing ~s labor intensive because
the key elements of each image must be specified by hand, aithoagh automatic feature
detection is an area of active research.

Figure 1: Image created from fractal equations.

The abstract image in this figure was created by using a type
of complex mathematical equation known as a fractal. hmage courtes; ofDaryl H. Hepting.
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Mathematical equations are often usea to create abstract motion sequences. When the values of
the mathematical fMncticns are napped ~o color ial ies a ~d sa ied ~tE t~me, the motion of the
underlying structures can be quite beaatiful. Morphing and the generation of abstract images
from mathematical equations can be generalized for use in 3D. All of these 2D techniques can
be used either on their o~ to create an animation or as a post-processing step to enhance
images generated using other teclmiqoes.

2~2

Th~e-dimenalunaI1~3D

Three-dimensional animation involves cur at ~ctal~ a alrt ml world i which characters and
objects move and inter c The’ ~mator mus mane, animate, and render the 3D scene. Briefly
.

stated, modeling involves describirg ti

elemen~s of a scene and o aalng fr e n appropriately.

Animating specifies how the objects should move ir the 3D world. Rendering cons erts the
description of the objects and t reir motion into images. Mo leling and rendering are, for the
most part, independent of their role in the animation process but a few necessaiy modifications
are described below.
To animate motion, the user reeds both a static description of an objeat and nformation about
how that

object moves. One common way to speci~ this additional info~ation is to use an

articulated model such as the one shoian in Figure 2. An articulated model is a collection of
objects connected together by jo~rts in a hierarchical, tree-like structure, The location of an
object is detemiined by the locados of the objec~ above it al he hierarchy. For example, the
motion of the elbow jo’nt in a human model ~ll affect not only the position of the lower ann
but also the position of the hand ann fingers. The object at the top of the hierarchy, or the root
of the rtee, can be moved arbitrarily to contml the position and orientat’on of the entire model.

19

Water; hair, clothing, etc, are among the systems that have been successfully modeled as
deformable objects.

Figure 2: An articulated model of a human male:
The stmcture of the joint hierarchy is shown on the left. The graphical model
used for rendering is shown on the right. Image courtesy of the Graphics,
Visualization and Usability Center, Georgia Institute of Technology.
Systems that are modeled well by particle systems include water spray, smoke,
and even flocks of birds.

Figure 3: A diver entering pool:
These images show the combined use of an articulated model, a deformable
model, and a particle system. Images courtesy of the Graphics, Visualization
and Usability center; Georgia Institute of Technology.

Thus, it comes to the conclusion that it is very interesting to use 2D and 3D
animation to show different kind of simulations and images, making it a very creative field of
study. It also comes to show that in the near future, we would be able to create images by the
swift move of the human hand, with the help of different multimedia. The world is evolving,
and so should we.

2.2

Multimedia

According to Multimedia Making it Work by Tay Vaughan. Osborne McGraw Hill, 1993 he
stated that Multimedia was the bringing together of text, graphics, animation, video, audio and
20

ir te adhvity with’n the contines of a computer screen. Long touted as the fat ire revolution in
computing, multimedia applica~o~s were, until the riid~9Os, uncommon due to the expensive
hardware requ’red, Nearly all PCs are capable of displaying video, though the resolution
available depends on the power ofthe computerts video adapter and CPU.
Multimedia includes a combination of ‘ext, audio, still images, animation, video, and
interactivity content forms, Multimedia is usually recorded and played, displayed or accessed
by infonnation content processing devices, such as computerized and electronic devices, but
can also be part of a live performance. Multimedia also describes elthcilonvi media devices
used to store and experience multi ~edia conten

Examples of individu I content brms con bhied ii multimedia:
‘rho

~bovo

information ja

boat maltirnodia

and aornputor rnimation with roapoat to th’
diflbrrnt nndia available to aapport thorn
or pectivety.

Text

Audio

$j~11Lne~

Animation

Y~oFootgg~

~~ctivi

Multimedia may be broadly divided ‘nto linear and nor 4ine’ r catebor’es, Linear active content
progresses without any navigation control for the v’ewur such as a cinema plesentation. Non~
21

l:LIeas content offe~s user interactivi~ to control progress as used with a computer game or
used in self~paced computer based training. Hypermedia is a i anample of non~lineas content.
Multimedia presentations can be ive or recor led. A recorded presentation may allow
interactivity via a navigation system. A live multimedia presentation may allow interactivity
via an interaction with the prese iter or peiformer. Multimedia presentations may oe viewed in
person on stage, projected, transi ntted, or played locally with a media player. A broadcast may
be a live or recorded rnultii iedia presentadon. Broadcasts and recordings can be either analog
or digital electronic media technology. Digital online mult’meths fray be &wnloaded or
streamed. Streaming muitimedia n~ay be live or on-demand.

Multimedia games and

simulations may be used in a physical environment with special effects, with multiple users in
an online ne~anrk, or loc’dIy wih ~n offhne coriputei bnme syste~n, or simulator.
Enhanced levels of ‘nteractwity are made possible by co nbmi~g iult’ple forms of media
content. Online multimedia ‘s increasti gly becoming object-oriented and data-driven, enabling
applications with collaboastive end-user innovation and peisonalizatior on multiple forms of
content over time. Examples of these range from multiple forms of content on Web sites like
photo galleries with both images (pictures) and title (text) user-updnted, to simulations whose
co- efficient events, illustrations, animations or videos are mod’fiable, allowing the multimedia
Hexperiencell to be altered without reprogramming. In addition to seeing and hearing, Flaptic
technology enables virtual objects to be felt. Emerging technology involving illusions of taste
and smell may also enhance the multimedia exper~nce.
Virtual reality uses multimedia content. Applications and deliveiy
platforms of multimedia are virtuaily limitless,

22

VVO Multimedia-Terminal in Dresden

WTC

(Germany)

Multimedia finds its application in various areas including, but not limited to, advertisements,
art, education, entertainment, engineering, medicine, mathematics, business, scientific research
and spatial temporal applications. Much of the electronic old and new media used by
commercial artists is multimedia. In addition, multimedia is heavily used in the entertainment
industry, especially to develop special effects in movies and animations. Multimedia games are
a popular pastime and are software programs available either as CD-ROMs or online. Some
video games also use multimedia features.
In education, multimedia is used to produce computer-based training courses (popularly called
CBTs) and reference books like encyclopedia and almanacs. A CBT lets the user go through a
series of presentations, text about a particular topic, and associated illustrations in various
information formats. Edutainment is an informal term used to describe combining education
with entertainment, especially multimedia entertainment.
Software engineers may use multimedia in Computer Simulations for anything from
entertainment to training such as militaiy or industrial training. Multimedia for software
interfaces are often done as a collaboration between creative professionals and software
engineers.
In the Industrial sector, multimedia is used as a way to help present information to
shareholders, superiors and cowurkers. Multimedia is also helpful fur providing employee
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t~ai

‘ng, adve ~‘si ~g and selling products all over the world v’a sirtuinly unlimited web~based

technolog’es.
In mathematical end siner titzc esearch, multiriedia is mainly used for modeling and
simulation. For example, a scientist can look at a molecular model of a particular substance and
manipulate it to arrive aF a ne~ substance. Representative esea~h can oe found in joumals
such as the Journal of Multirredin,
In Medicine, docto~ can bet ~ined by look~n~ at a virtual surge~ o they can simulate how
the human body is affected by diseases spread by v’ruses ~rd banteria and then develop
techniques to prevent it. Thy ~aughan does concinde to say t rat there still lies a lot ahead in
the future, and techrology can rot evolve vilhout triult’ ned’a.

2~3

Conip Icr Anin ahon~

According to Parent R and Hodgins J.K from Oh’o Sttue Unive si~, they stat~d that ‘t would
not be an exaggeration to say that animat’on can bring the dullest of he features to life. It has
the magic of injecting cue g~ anti emntmnns into risc most se~in’ngiy inanimate objects, Over
the years the advancement of technology has made animation, a vefr’ atsractive and much
sought after component ofmultimedia.
Animating is moving something that cannot mo ‘e on 1es own. Animation adds to graphics the
dimensions of time, ~iich temendously increase the pole itial of trensm’uing the desired
information. hr order to am’ nats someth’ng the animator has to be thm to speci~ directly or
indirectly how the ttl ing~ has to move through time and space.
It is interesting to note that the concept of an’mation has been a focus of study and research fur
a long time. Resources indicate hat as far back as
24

~flh

824 Peter Roget presented a paper titled

~TI e pemisterca of vis~on w~ th rega d to rnovizg objects” to the Bb tis’ Royal Socie~ Later in
1887 famous scientist Thomas Edison started hvi esedrcf in o motion pictures. Two years later
he announced his kinetoscope thief projected a 50ft length of film in approximately 13
seconds.
Winso1 McCay is conside~ed b; many to have oroduced the first popolar animation. He used
rice paper to draw images each one sF~itly different Dons the other. Later John Bray (1910)
used translucent eels (short for celluloid) in coiupositing multiple leyers of drawings into a
final image as well as the ose of grey scale (as opposed to black ai I whhe) drawings. Later in
1915 Fleischer patentud rotoscoping.’ Rotoscoping is dra vi

i~

images on cells by tracing over

previously recorded live action.
Many such nnov~ tive ders ~ere p t to eat beth:e Wak Disney burst o ito the scene wth his
film “Alice in Wonderland” in which live action was coirbxied whn s oon characters. Later
in 1928 Walt Dis icy created the first cartoon with syr 4ironizea sound called “Mickey
Mouse.” Some of the ins ovative techniques used by Disney were the use of storyboard to
review the story; the use of pencil sketches to revien motion and the multriplane camera stand.
Multi~plane caisera stand is a powerful teehn~que, which allows a sort of parallax effect,
moving the backgrounds at diffeacnt rates as the obsewer pans across an environmer t to create
an illusion of depth and zooming. (Parent 1998). in 1964, the scene o~ animation shifted to
computers for the first time when Ken Knowlton, nvrking at Bell Laboratories started
developing computing tarhniques for produvi ~ animated movies.
The Universi~ of Utab is said to be amongst the earlier pionems n computer graphics. in the
‘ate siakes Chuck Csati of The OItio S am dn’versi~ aid sonic inittuory york :n compute
animation as a member of the Comp ter Graphics Reseansh Group, in the early 80s, the
research group became the Advanced Computing Center fo~ Art and Des~ and continues to
produce computer animation. Since then the scene of romp itur animation has remained
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dy nairic i~th iev~ ideas aid path~bmakin~

novations. Soi in of the cu~nt activty centers

include; University of Torontob coriputer Sc’ence Dep~nen LC Sar Diegob Department
,

of Computer Science and E~igineeri g UnNe~sity of North Carolinab Computer Science
Departmeiit and MITb Media Lab and MITb Lab for Compater Science.

2J. 1

ComDLI~~fr~atjonTeehnj~es

As is evident from the hisioiy, animators have used ar d invented a variety of differe it
animation techniques. Tmd~fiow1lymost ffre iiraticn ~as don b f and. All the fan ies i
an animation had to be dvsun by hand. Sin~- ea f semi d of a: i

lion ~equires 24 frames

(film), the amou it of wo1k rcq ii ud ts crc in ever the ch test of :no ies, can be treniendous.
Some of the tradifo ially used niefiods ~re desc ~bed below.

~

Key Frames
In this technique a storyboard s laid out and then the artists draw the major frames of the
animation. These majo frames are in ~ ich

lot of changes take place. They am the key

points of animation. La~r a buneh ~farfsts dLa’v ~n th~ frames ~n betwee i. TIns technique is,
of course, very time and effort intensive.

•

Ccl Animation:
In this technique each character is drawn or a sepa ate piece of opaque paner Then, at the time
of shooting animation the d~ffe e ~ cha:ac ers are oserlad o top of the background n each
frame. This is relati el~ a ess tedious process, as the a: ~ists ak not i ave ~o draw in entire

frames but just the parts that need to change such as individua’ character.
•

Rota seeping:
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Ro’a s op~ig is a tool I

e wtere Pnages are copied from a Inor’ng video into an animation.

The animator draws the notio and shape of the otije t by referr’ng to the aideo as opposed to
imagining in his head. With the help of the rot scoping one can animate some complex scenes
that would be hard to visualize other vise. TI e disadvantage is that one will have to hunt for the
exact video that one wants to animate.

Broadly, the computer artirnation falls into three basic categories: key framing, motion capture,
and simulation,
Key framing
The si~ificance of the term uKey frai iing~ can be ~aced back to t aditional hand animation
technique. Key framinb eq dres that the ash rator spec’~~ cr’t’cal or I ey positions for the
objects. The comouter then a tomadcally P us in ~me missing fames by smoothly inte~olatvig
be~veen those positions. The characters for a amy ‘e called Toy Story made i ~ l 995 were
desi~ed through key frame animation, I~s believed that each chamoter had as many as 700
controls. Key framing requires that the an’mator has a well thou~rt out p3wi of how the moving
objects are going to behave over time as well as the talent to eapress that infounation through
key framed infounation. The ontinued popularity of key framing is athnction ofthe degree of
control that it allows the animator to exercise over the subtle details of the motion.
Motion Capture
Another technique is Motion Captore, ii which ma~etic or vis’on~ba~ed sensors record the
actions of a human o as’mal object th three dimensions. A computer then uses these data to
animate the objec. ThA tecadoiogy has enab’ed a imnbe~ of famous athletes to supply the
actions for characters in sports video games. iviotion capture is pretty popular vdth the
animators mainly because some of the commonplace human actions can be captored adth
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clad ie ease. Howe vep there ca be serious disciepancies behsee i tie shapes or dimensions of
the subject and the ~r~h~cal character and this may 1w d to problems of exac~ executon.
Simulation
Unlike key framing and motion picture, simulation uses the laws ofplrysics to generate motion
of figures and other obec~. Virtu~ humans are usu~Iy represented as a collection of tigid
body parts. These models though physically plausible are only an approximation of the human
body. With mom research and wmplex models tne simulations are becoming increasingly life
like. Simulations can be easily used to produce slightly differen~ se~ueo~es ~ hJe m&n~aiiting
physic~ re~isni r~ile in othe: animations like ke~ framninb or motion caoture a mere speeding
up or slo~ng do~ the pl~back can spoil the naturalness of motior. Secondly real~time
simulations allow

higher degree of nteractivi~ where the real pewoi~ can maneuver the

actions of the simulate character. Ii contrast the applications based on key Ac ring aid motion
select and mod~f~r motions form a pre~computed Iibr~ry of modons, One drawback that
simulation suffers from is tire expertise and time wquired to handcrmft the appropriate controls
systems.

2~3~2

Hardware and soffivare are two of the major factors that de~mrine the quthi~’ of computer
animation that is produced. As boti of these components xork in conjrm~on ~th each other
it is importan~ to make the tight choice for a product that is of lasting qudi~ and accuracy.
•

Hardware
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Haith ~re co nes ~r

i

a i~ shapes, sizes, and capthulides. Some ha d vare is specialized to do

only certain tasks while otfer I ardware are ecuipped for a variety of ti ngs. Some of the
commonly used hardware is:
Silicon Graphics Inc~(SGI)

)~-

The SIX platform is one of the most widely used platforms for quali~ computer animation
productions. SIX computers ope ate using the wide spread UNIX system. Produced by Silicon
Graphics these computem mu e~remely fast and oroduce excellent resulal, They come in a
vabe~ of types, ranging fro n the general pu~ose hrdy to hi~

we~ Ldgo Exrteme that i5

used for animations. Onyx is another t~e, vhich is suited to the complex calculabons involved
in rendering. Some ofthe software like Waveftont, Alias, and Soffimage are mr on SOT’s,
r

PC’s
PC’s are very versatite machales combining P ex’bility a d dower, PC’s have proven to be ~e y
useful foi small companies a d businesses ~s

latfo ns ~o do computer animation.

Applications such as 3DStudio and Animdtor Studio are used on PC’s to make a rimations.
~ Macintosh
Mac’s were originally desi~red for graphic and desktop pubhshin,~ and hence are pretty useful
platforms for producing computer graphics and animation softwa e. Some of these applications
that work well on Mac’s are Adobe Produ~s like; Photoshop and Premiere and Srtata with
Strata Studio Pro,

•

Software

Some of the popalar software packages used by the companies, schools and indialduals all
around the globe include some ofthe following;
> 3Dstudio Max
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TI su~cessm to 3DStidi
)~.

3.0,

3DStod~o M~x ru is under Windowa ~ as well as Windows

ft is entirely obje~~ iened, featu ing ~e r~ i~pic ‘e~reiit~, such as volumettic lighting,

space warps, and all new redesigned interfaces.
~ LightWave3D
Light Wave 3D is anothe~ high end PC 3D computer anftwaie package. Originally developed
for the Amiga platform, it’s considered the best 3D product for the PC. TCs so~are has been
used for quite a few tele ~s~or productions such as Babylon 5 and Sea Quest.

~ Adobe Piemicre
Adobe Premiere is a tool that s sed to compos~te Di~ifze~ ideo, stills, and applies a
of transitions aid speal effects. Adooe Preir iere anus bet i on Mdchtoshes a d PC Windows.
> Animator Studio
~Iimator Studio is a cell animafon prog~arn from Au~oDesk, A ii nato ru ~s or Wndow~. It
has a multitude of features ‘I~~ t r tinirnize t’ie aitirnation cieation time.
> Elastic Reality
This s one oft an top of the line orogra~ns used for rncrphthg. Elastic Reality runs on Mac’s
and SOT’s. One of the distinctive feaeures of Elastic Re&ity is that it uses splines as opposed to
points to define the moiphing area. Elastic Reality allowa to morph video as well as still
images.
~ Sofilniage
Sofilinage is one of the three top mo~ comput~ ~ timation sotiwa e pack~ ges. Soflirnage is
used in many top p:odanto~ st~thos arouiiu the co it3 and aromid the world.
> Director
Born in the world of CD~Rorn creation and developed in~house by Macromedia, Dianctor is
treated as one of the jandththems of multimedia, Director was oiiginally VideoWorks
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ft teraetive, the first 1

a rew breed of riiuithnedia authofrg appF~atio is desigued for the

Apple Macintosh back ~n the 1980s. It ~ ~as ‘ater released th DOSR~7ndo~s

iii

1994. Since

1995, the Dimctor ~vith its Sho~kwave Playe has beco an aiftplatform. With ds flexible
programming language, LIngo, Director continues to be the tiagship product of Multimedia.
~ Adobe Flash Anim ifion
A Flash animafon or Flash c rtoon is an animated film which s created using Adobe Flash
animation so~re and often distribuatd in ate s~f the format. It can be eieated in Flash or
with other programs capable of writing .swf files. The term Fled an ~naiian ~ot only ‘~efers to
the file format but to a aertthn kird of mo cemer t tad land style whIch, n many circles, is
seen as simplistic or unpolished. However, ~ tl~ dozens of Flash animated tdevision series,
cour tiess mom Flash aninra ed re’ev~s~on en

it

nercials and a ~ ~ning onlir e shops i1

circulation, Flasl animabon is enjoying renriss~

2.4

i

e.

2D and 3D Comp for Gi tiphics

According to the Comell University Pio~ain of Computer Graphics, t’ie tmrn computer graphics
includes almost cvc~’thing on computers that ianot text or sound. Today almost evc~- computer can do
some graphics, and people have even come to expect to conOol thefr caniuuter through icons and
pictures rather than just by typing.
“Here in our lab at the

~

of Computer Graphics, we think of comp~ ‘ter graphics as

drawing picftires on compuatrs’, inso called trxie,ft~.” The picatres can be photographs,
drawings, movies, or simulations

pi~res of things ‘~ich do not yet evst and maybe could
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r~vei ~xist. 0 Li~ey

i

a~ be pct es ifon pianos one anno~ see diiantl~. such as medical

images from inside ~you1 hodj.
They stated that ti ey spo id mfr of their f me imp ovb~p the

a~ computer picteras can

simulate real world scenes. Images on computers should not just look mom caustic, but also to
be more realistic in their coloas, the vay objoote and rooms am lighted, and the way different
materials appear. They call this v o k “realistic image s~ithesis”, and the following series of
pictures nall sho v some of ow techthques in stages froff veer simple picte es through veer
realistic ones.

Object Rendering

Computer graphics uses several simple object renderin~ techoiques to ~nake models appear
three~dimensjonal

This first image shows how a set of geometric objects can be
displayed, or rendered, on the computei. A model of the object is
created to store the locations, or coordinates, of corner points. Each
side of an object is treated as a fiat surface bordered by three or more
outk ieo edges. The compt te~ is ased o ca culate hon eanh object appears in peaspective view,
and then to draw the outlines on th~ screen. This image is drawn in valiat is called ~refrarne
mode, as if the object had been assembled as a framework of straight wires.
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By a process called hidden line removal, o’ily the portions of the edges
visible to the viewer are drawn. The effect simplifies understanding
complex scenes by eliminating overlapping lines, and makes objects
look solid.

r
Using shading on the object surfaces visible to the viewer further

II

a

improves our ability to inteipret their shapes and positions.

Shading

Shading techniques extend the realistic appearance of objeots and introduce features such as
transparency and textures.

This vase has been

i

iodeled as a syminetiical pa~e~ cf verfcally~otie11ted

surfaces tiny flat patches which approinmate the round shape of the vase. fu
this image, each tiny surface is shaded separately with a different gray value
based on its orientation to the light source.
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By introducing a technique called Gouraud shading, we can smooth out the
appearance of the vase and hide the individual surfaces from view. The shading
is varied on each surface in proportion to values calculated at the edges and
from neighboring surfaces.

Phong shading improves the apparent realism of the rendering still further
by introducing highlights. The way light reflects from real surfaces depends
on how shiny the surface is and on the angle you are looking from. Most
surfaces are not shiny, but have a duller or “matte” or “diffuse” appearance.
The surface of this vase is just shiny enough to reflect some light directly to
the viewer a certain angles, but around the sides the appearance is much

duller.

Light

hitting the vase at flatter angles is scattered more evenly in all directions.

In this last image the shading technique has been extended to let some light
pass through the vase

-

for transparency. Note that the reflection highlights

are still there, even if they are less visible. These shading techniques (and
more) have all been incorporated into the generalized rendering technique
called ray tracing.

Color

A

-

t

Computers don’t create color exactly the way we
see it. Computers typically display color in three
34

components

-

red; green, and blue. When combined; these three colors make the full-color

image seen in the upper lefi of this image.

‘~-

~

By controlling color display, we can simulate on the
computer

different

kinds

of color

blindness.

~ Computers don’t create color exactly the way we see
it. In general, computer graphics is the computer
based generation of digital images mostly from twodimensional models (such as 21) geometric models, text, and digital images) and by techniques
specific to them.

2.4.1

2D omputcr Graphics

2D computer graphics are mainly used in apphcatioi~s that were originally developed upon
traditional printing and drawing technologies, such as typography, cartography, technical
drawing, advertising, etc.. In those applications, the two-dimensional image is not just a
representation of a real-world object; but an independent artiI~ct with added semantic value;
two-dimensional models are thereibre preferred, because they give more direct control of the
image than 31) computer graphics (whose approach is more akln to photography than to
typography).
21) computer graphics started in the 1950s, based on vector graphics devices. These were
largely supplanted by raster-based devices in the following decades. The PostScript language
and the X Window System protocol were landmark developments in the field.
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20 g ~aphic~~ are e~y

ipo taut in the control peripherals seth as printers, plotters, sheet

cutting machines, etc.. Wiff the res rg~i’ce of 2D animatiot and

a booming popuia ity,

software like Toonz Ha leqoin, Ce Actior, Ani ire St rdio, loon Boom Ainmation, Anmaker
and Adobe Flash have emerged as the new tools of choice for boti amateur and professional
animators. Additional software is being developed to aid and steed up the pIo~ess of digital 2D
animation, spec~fically in the area of automatic coloring and in~betweer ing. One such example
is Cacani, developed by Siagapor&s NTU,

2~4~2

~ C~~e

3D con iputer graphics (~n contiast to 20 computer graphics) are graphics that use a three~
dimensional representation of geometric data tint is stored ir the compute for the purposes of
performing calculations and rendering 20 images. Such images may be for later display or for
real4ime viewing.
Despite these difthrences, 3D computer graphics rely on many of the same algorithms as 2D
computer vector graphics in the wire$rarne model and 20 computer raster graphics in the final
rendered display. In computer graphins softr~are, the distinction between 20 and 3D is
occasionally blurred; 20 applications nay use 3D tech iques to ~J. ~eve effects such as
lighting, and primarily 3D may use 20 rendering techniques.
3D computer graplrics are often referred to as 3D models. Apart fiorn the rendered graphic, the
model is contained within the graphical data file. A 3D nodel ~s the mathematical
representation of any three~diinensionai object (either inanima~e o ‘iving). A model is not
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t~Jdcally a g ~iiic until it iS vbuthy dsplayed. Due ~o 3D c~thng, 3D models are not
confined to th~’al space. ~ model can be d~spl~ed thsuai’y as a t o~dimensior ~ image
through a pmcess cthed 3D rendehng, or used in non~graphic~ comp ~ sjmulations and
calculations.
The process of casating 3D coi~ipu~r ~aphics can be sequentially divided ~ three basic
phases: 3D modeling which describes the process of fonning the shape of an object, layout
and animation which describes he motion and placement of objects n~th~n a scene, and 3D
rendering which produces an image of an object. Thus, as a conci sion, h can be seen that
computer graphics depend on 2D as ~anll as 3D as its backbone.
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CHAPTER THREE:

3~O

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Computer Miomation na~ a ye y vine topic c reaearuh o m since

consisted of niany sub

branches. Howeve the go& with this project ~ans not to go so ii depth and into details, but to
,

outline an ovewiew of time compute animation ~s about ar a v hat an indiinduth ~s inquired to
know before he/she can ventome it to that branch of science.
As ‘mistomy can put ii, computer animafon

as itroduced w~ back ii the ~PCO’s with shod

films, the intea ci v as mm i ny used as a research tool, mainly readin~ throu~ EBooks ~ooks
that ate uccually publishea, but can be viewnd/read online) as

eli as inn len a ffinen by some

scholars along with exa naples gave an idea of what competer animation is, and what
multimedia as veil as 3D and 2D computer ~1nphics plays as an imoo~ant role in being able to
desi~ a prototype based on ani iation.
There are many vienas o m computer animation in the vorid to lay, and these vie an would prove
that it is not so difficult to evolve with technology, let alone the fact that this project was costly
since some of the software had to be paid for before they could be downloaded,
Many researchers have researched about computer animation and ‘is ‘n~portance today, and it
can be noted that all of them agree that comp tor animafon plays a ve~ impo~ant role in
computers today and in the P io~e to ~
The researcher was able to look throogh some modules online that had animated
modules/images, that pi~red winat computer animation is, and how P works, and also did
include a few examples i m the literature review,
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3i

D rta Collection Mcthods

A simple prototype was designed, using 3DMax, artoonix, Fcc, FotoMoiph6, SDAV6, to
mention but a few. The pmtotype is an outline of a wasp flying in mid air.
In order to be able to produce the prototype for ~his project, t was important to be able to think
of many ideas that would ft an animation, as well as be able to choose the appropriate one that
would fit that specific animated sequence. There was alan the Lreed to look for a specfic topic
which ~vould be able ~ desigi a r expeti~ental~ iimation that odd e lucate on nhr t that topb
was about.
Wit regards ~ the aid care ased, multimedia t’ke still cameras, te~i, audio as well as other
computer peripherals ike nouse, flasl disks, DVD~RO~ were r sen. All the software was
downloaded from tie ‘n ernet ‘rod researc i ass caiied en or scholars vho had written
reviews as well as authors who had published many books. All the programs downloaded were
run on a personal computer and a o~oto~e was executed that xnuld showcase exactly how
computer animation works.

3~2

Definition of Prototype used

A prototype was created using 3D max, attoo tix and foto~~o,~h. The p~utotype was a short
one, of about 3 seconds, but it showcased how an animal could be oroated and how it could be
given the freedom of movement. The prototype showcased a wasp flying towasds the screen.
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CdAPTER FOUL IMPLEMENTATION

4J

Software Requirements

The main sof~a a e ía ~u~rements were the opeiatin~ s~’ste i on the peaso In computer to be
Windows XP, since most of the aniinatinn ~ro~ ns mn oii that operating ~stem. Some of the
softwam nob ama that were iaeded to rlesgn the orotutype a era 3D Max that supported
volumetric ligoring, sp~ Ce we pa, and oh new animation moveinen~. Auiimrtoi S~udo was also
a software used that as waded ~o esgi the
Flash was also another soft

ye

P irfon, mug) ~t ~ as uv~d e y ii inrinally.

a used as ri also assist d in cre~Iin~ the a imston.

Antoonix was another type of softv ore used, a in tI~ ~s softv re basca’13

sad the principle

where frames were cieaied, and each Pa ne si owed a seqa er cc of P a animation. Each frame
was timed, and delayed so that there was a fib a in the sequence of the frame,

Adobe Flash CS4 was another softs are that was extensively used. Its main purpose was to
design the figure of the wasp itself and animate the wings of the wasp to move.
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Hardware Re i iremente

In order to design tile p ototype, there v as need for specific hardware reqeirements, One of the
main hardware requireiner ts was a personal computer, n this case, an Intel Pentium IV
41

en np~rter, Along

itli the pe~so~ial eon pu er

a e other req ilien ents like a DVD~ROM

(digital video disc~read naly ire ~ioiy), aid flash disk on thic~ to sa e anme of the sample
sequences. Other haid vice re mire ire its ‘etc the F ardware that interacted with the personal
computer like the mouse, keyboard, and ptinter. There vas need fri a modem that would plug
in on the computer’s dSB and dii: niodem was used as an internet intcrfrce. A sirncard for
MTN Uganda as it e service pro iicler was inserted into the monet i and thus beca ne the
provider of the Internet.
The personal computer had Windor s X~ ~s its operating system, lanice making it a fast
powerthl ~oirpute

wiLt an operating syster~i th t ro in s ppo t most of the animation

programs.

4,3

Piototy e

The prototype designed was a wmp fy~ ig a6dnst
animation lasted about 3 seco ds. W~h 3D ma~ softwa

b1 ie in ~k~ot i d. The s~quen~e of the
~,

the wasp cm e ated

such

that t nould

flap its wings continuously, Using this software, a plane fo: the wasp’s wing was created by
adjusting the Pivot PoInt of the plane from Hierarch—etffic Pivot or ly.
The texture and colour of the wings were applied using opacity mapping. The wasp’s wing had to
be mirrored from tools—nni,rn, so that ‘L could have t so ide~ dccl sings instead of one, The body
of the wasp was then creet~d isir g In die.
To ani~nate the wasp the Auto Key had ~o be enabled, and the time ~rider had io be changed to 10
frames whilst rotating the left wing slightly downwards.
The animation had to be looped so as for LI e wasp ro hare wings that move simultsneouicy like a
flying wasp. The Ci we Editor was enabled froir Gino/i ediiom—~Ci cc Editor. All keys were
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se’e~Led finn Li e gIop~ aid fro

ii

the ti r~n Pata, rate C, , ye U &of-r~i ~e-~pe; the hvo burtons

PIng Pong were e abled.

The ~Y’ Rotation Pa,amatu vat selected the each Cng t~ at was

eate

rn d the Arron marks in

the middle of the panel were selected on the right aid lef panels. After did’ ~ng the arrow marks,
cU ck cormeet, and once ro inect was seiectod, tI~ e wasp was flapping its rings.

Adobe Flash software was also used to 1nodi~ the animation that was c eated ising the 3D Max
animation softwa a. Tye file rat was created and s~t ad as r PNG file, and hence had to be
imported to Adobe Flash by choosing File~Im~ort—*ftrpoi~ to Lbrary. There ate two import
options, aitherone can i~i pol to the Stage or

e Library. The Stage is the ~ra~ aitination area for

the movie being created wiA FLsh. The Library is a bank of assets or g aoh~cs the’ are pa I of the
project but not necessarily or the Stage. After irrpor ing to he library; w ten yot click OK, the
wasp sequence is importeQ to Fi~sh. To see the ii tported file, click the Libiary tab. When the files
are imported, the desi~r iS automatically converted to a graph~c called Go.png.
To position the g aphic on the Stage, drag and drop the Go.png asset f mu if a Library panel to the
Stage. Position the object in the upper left corner. in order ~o nake the animatioi that would nova
the wasp from the upper left corner to the lower right coiner, the object needed to be tweened.
When using the tween option, one needs to speci~r in Flash where on the Stage the object in the
animation should start and end. Flash will automatically fill in the frames be’ween the start and end
points that are defir ed.

totios ‘wean needed ‘wbe created, a rd o do this, ~ight~cFck the object

in Flash and select Carte Motion ~ ~n.
The Timeline represents hov the animation looks and behaves from the tIme it starts moving witil
it arrives at its destination. The Timehine is broken up into francs, or individ ral points in time, that
display the anImation. in the Timehne, the red indicator is the plaphead, rhich shone what frame
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t

nie cci en’ly displayi ~ ii the rnash app crt~on. Now at the end of inc ~ween, the Go graphic

needs to be at the lower lbht coniei ofthe S~age. To chaag~ hs ‘oc~tion, swipiy drag and drop the
graphic to the desired locrt~on. Mo e thc Go svbol to tl~e lower righ corner of the stage.
After the object is dropped, a line can be noticed with dots appeatirig from the graphich starting
location (the ongin) to the final location (the dest~nation). That line ~s called the motion path.
Now that the destination has been set, click and drag the playhead ~o show the animation on the
Timeline, Click and drag the playhead to frame I, and then press fretum to play the animation in
Flash. The object moved from the upper left to the lower right. It cart be greviewed in Flash Player.
To preview n ulash ~la;er, Choose Co it ol > Test Mo ie ~ni ic main rash me ro. A new
window appears that displays toe animation.

The duration

‘~

toe

amourt of time that the

anirration tins, The do ation of the I rcL,n ‘s 24 fr i es. W’tl a defastltfranie rate of 2~ frames per
second, the animation would iur fo~ one sesord. To ciii ige the d rrrtlon, si nply drag the end of
the nveeiz to either lengthen or shorten the duretion. For the

hr ation to clay for two seconds at a

frame rate of 24 fames per second, 2 as lengtheiwd to 48 fiaaies by moth i~ the mouse pointer to
the end of the toeen in the Timeline. When the n ouse icon changed to a left~right arrow, click and
drag the tween to the right to exterie ii to frdrne 48. 0 ice the mouse button is left, the animation
updated itself to represent the nev desired do ation. Thus the prototype r as designed to last thr
two seconds.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5~ I

CONCLUSION

Recommendations

The reseather voei hghly r&ornrne id tI~ nt in o~de to design an an ~rn~tion, tF e first piece of
hardware that would be required would be to bane a personal con peter which is an Intel
Pentiem IV idth a hidn p oeessng speed. Or e voul be iequirnd to have the internet as a
research field in order to dov~nload the vanious types of soft yarn that assist ii designing an
a iliratie i. Depe dii ~ on the

pe of tin ations In be

bated, there

anld be reed for some

types of multimedia to in ased, the tent, sti” ii rages if files were o be imported, audio to add
to the animatior

5,

a d i ;an~ more. Qie of the

U

i

re e a of a inato al creati itj and

patience. One would need ~o have sorse kind of c eati thy

order

eO

tie eb e to b uld ideas that

would be interesting, and along with that vould be ‘he pstienee to sit and create these ideas
step by step, frame by frame until the desred result is achieved.

One would require to have a geieral knowledge of most of the software that play an important
role in the animation, however this can be achieved by looking him

r~i

the help files of the

software and help tutorials in order to understand how to use the software. The researcher
would be astonished to realize that ii is not abo

it

writing codes and algorithms to design

animations, because most of the pregrams r’iat assist in anima ~io r are already designed to assist
such that the software just provides the animator with basic options on how to manipulate the
animation without getting into the details about 1 ow those options are coded.
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£2

C no) soon

It can be therefore concluded tha~ technology is evolving, and so is thu world. Now that
technology is e olinng, science a ~eauhing limits that it f as never reached bethre, bringing
about the need for computer graphics and animatios in all sectors o~ life, foi exairple in
education, militay, busiress, engineering, entertinninent. ad ~ertising, etc.
Research on graphics shows that it can also be used ii’ the niedici ~ santo for exa riple when
,

sciuntists wa 1t to perform actions lure clonirg, a ii so on.
It can also be noled that no vadnys, there s a ‘kgF den soc fo~ uomnut~r animators in most
walks of life, though ~t is rffficult to get their because the ni~of~ of Ic population that take
on co uses in the cor ~ ite fe d orur s~ tl s s~cko of co up i e s ini cc, si~iti rg it as a
sector that is not na retabl~ and that ~s rea’ly diffco

Thus,

z

othing is imoossible to lear i,

and that it is good to ha~ e an idea ofthese kinds o~brarcbes of compriers in order to be a step
ahead of other scholars.
To conclude to the above, comnuter a rirnafon is predinted to be so c e~hng that vill be a
venture where a ‘loge amount of nor ey can oe in ested and huge returns made.
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